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SUMMARY 
Simulation was used to analyze impact of land expansion alterna-
tives, self-imposed borrowing limits, starting equity conditions, and 
land appreciation upon a firm concurrently seeking growth and sur-
vival over a projected 15-year period (1976-1990) . 
An average-sized 960-acre (389 ha) Nebraska Panhandle wheat-
fallow farm served as the representative firm. Standard production 
practices and technologies were used for computing costs. Machiner y 
and operating costs were assumed to inflate five percent annually. 
Dryland wheat acreage was valued at $375 per acre ($926.63 per ha) 
in 1976 and was allowed to appreciate at an annual rate of four 
percent. 
A h ypothetical series of three cyclical price and three cyclical yield 
patterns were built around projected 15-year trends to portray situa-
tions of both favorable and unfavorable returns. Three price patterns 
in conjunction with three yield patterns resulted in a combination of 
nine price-yield situations. 
The 15-year average gross returns per acre (per ha) ranged from a 
high of $ 144.59/acre ($357 .28/ha), to a low of $113.13/acre 
($279.54/ha). Normal probability distributions were placed upo n the 
cyclical price and yield patterns to reflect risk e lements. From the 
normal probability distributions, price and yield values were ran-
domly selected for each of 15 years and the prices for each of 
the three price patterns as well as the yields for each of the three 
yield patterns were maintained as such for all subsequent trials. 
To treat survival in a probabilistic sense under each set of assumed 
conditions, the simulator computed a series of one hundred 15-year 
trials with associated financial results. Survival was determined by 
counting only those trials out of successfully completing opera-
tion through year 15. Failure was assumed to occur if owner equity 
fell below percent of total assets in any given year. Net worths of 
those trials (out of a possible surviving through year 15 were 
averaged to obtain a measure of firm growth with corresponding 
odds of survival. Other measures including net farm income, net cash 
flow, percent owner equity and farm acreage were likewise averaged 
for survivors to indicate financial progress. 
Land expansion alternatives included purchasing, share-renting, a 
combination of purchasing and renting, and not expanding farm size. 
The combination option allowed the firm to purchase land if net cash 
flow was positive from the initial year to the d ecision year. If a nega-
tive cash flow occurred, the share-rent alternative for that decision 
year was engaged . Six tracts, acres ( ha) in size were available 
for expansion during each 15-year trial. 
Greatest growth in net worth usually occurred by purchasing land, 
a lthough this growth was only marginally greater when compared to 
renting and the combination plan. Under weaker price-yield situa-
tions, i.e., with 15-year average gross returns between $ 113.13 per 
acre ($279.54 per ha) to $ 132.57 per acre ($327.58 per ha) , growth by 
purchasing land was actually less. The risk of failure was substantially 
higher under purchasing compared to renting or the combination 
plan. Not expanding resulted in the smallest growth, but greater sur-
vival. However, enhanced survival and more growth could be 
achieved by renting. 
Under the standard assumption, the firm was allowed to start 
operation in year 1 at 65 percent equity . Compared to 65 percent 
equity, a firm beginning at percent equity realized less growth and 
lower survival due largely to reduced income and shallow borrowing 
reser ves. At percent equity, realizing greater odds of survival often 
depended upon expanding acreage through share-renting. Due to 
low returns from purchased land, attempts to expand by purchase 
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proved infeasible at percent starting equity. When the model farm 
started operations at percent equity under the same conditions, it 
enjoyed both greater odds of survival and greater growth, while hav-
ing more latitude with respect to expansion choices. 
The effect of borrowing limits upon growth and survival was in-
vestigated from the most liberal external limit of percent required 
equity to more conservative self-imposed limits of 45, 55 , and 
65 percent required equity . For example, if the limit were set at 
percent required equity, the firm could buy land if owner equity did 
not fall below percent as a result of the purchase. 
A trade-off of enhanced survival at the expense of retarded 
growth resulted from holding more unused borrowing reserves 
through more conservative borrowing for land. Holding relatively 
low levels of unused borrowing reserves (i.e., maintaining a required 
equity of only to percent) greatly improved the odds of survival 
while causing growth to decline only slightly. Conversely, holding 
relatively high levels of unused borrowing reserves (i.e., maintaining a 
required equity of to 65 percent) reduced the risk of failure very 
little while causing large reductions in growth. Eventually, further 
reductions in borrowing restricted growth further with no gain in the 
odds of survival. 
In addition to the standard rate of four percent, the effect of land 
appreciation upon growth in net worth and survival was examined at 
two additional levels (zero and eight percent). The firm realized much 
higher growth in net worth and survival under higher rates of ap-
preciation over 15 years. Higher land taxes and payments resulting 
from land appreciating at higher rates potentially threatened survival. 
However, land payments once incurred remained fixed, whereas land 
values continued to rise. The tendency for land values and the associ-
ated borrowing base to outrun fixed land payments became more 
pronounced at higher rates of appreciation. Therefore, the firm was 
able to borrow more intensely for covering higher land taxes and 
payments. Unfortunately, at higher rates of appreciation, net returns 
from purchased land became lower. As a result, the firm used more 
borrowed capital and less income for meeting obligations. Likewise, 
enhanced growth with higher rates of appreciation became more a 
function of capital gains and less of net income. 
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Growth and Survival of Nebraska 
Panhandle Wheat Farms Under 
Selected Financial Conditions 
Larry J. Held 
Glenn A. Helmers 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Grain producers in the Great Plains have been subject to variable 
returns due to unstable yields and commodity prices. In spite of ad-
vanced technology, yields are still subject to wide variations due to 
natural forces. Grain price variation is mostly beyond producers' 
control, being largely influenced by annual export activity and levels 
of production. 
Compared to past years, a greater proportion of operating inputs 
are purchased inputs, the prices of which have been increasing annu-
ally in an inflationary economy. Land prices have also risen dramat-
ically in recent years. It is likely that returns wi ll continue to fluctuate 
in the face of rising production costs, resulting in years of low profit 
margins and annual cash flow difficulties . 
From traditional economic theory, the firm is portrayed as 
operating in a static environment of perfect certainty with the pri-
mary goal of maximizing profits. A Great Plains producer, however, 
operates in a dynamic environment of uncertainty, and seeks goals of 
growth and business survival in addition to profits. Growth essentially 
refers to increases in the firm size . Growth can be measured in either 
physical terms-acres (ha) of land and bushels (kg) of grain-or in finan-
cial terms-gross income and net worth . Financial measures are often 
preferred for making standardized comparisons . 
Incentives for firm growth and expansion are varied, Harman et. 
al. (3). In some cases, the goal of survival may actua lly depend upon 
the firm reaching some minimum size for adequate income. In other 
cases, the manager may seek growth to exercise his management abil-
ity or exhaust other unused resources. Up to a point the potential for 
gaining economies of size may be an important incentive for seeking 
growth. Beyond that, attaining greater levels of income may inspire 
growth. A desire to accumulate wealth is yet another force behind 
expans??n. 
1 Larry J. Held is Former Research Assistant. Glenn A. H elmers 1s 
Production Economics. 
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In addition to seeking growth as a goal, the firm has survival as its 
primary goal. Survival can be defined, in one sense, as the firm's 
ability to meet cash obligations on an annual basis without liquidating 
some or all of its productive assets. 
PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES 
The general purpose of this study was to examine the impact of 
selected financial forces upon growth and survival of a model dryland 
wheat-fallow farm. Study objectives were to analyze: 
1. Growth and survival as affected by various land expansion al-
ternatives including purchasing, share-renting, purchasing and 
share-renting in combination, and not expanding. 
2. Growth and survival as affected by starting the farm operation 
at various levels of beginning owner equity. 
3. Growth and survival as affected by setting self-imposed bor-
rowing limits on decisions for purchasing land . 
4. Growth and survival as affected by operating under various 
levels of land appreciation. 
STUDY AREA 
The model farm represented a dryland fallow wheat farm in the 
Nebraska Panhandle, a region characteristic of risky Great Plains 
conditions. Variable dryland conditions prevail in this region; pre-
cipitation averaged 16.5 in. (41.91 cm) between 1959 and 1975, with a 
range of 11.36 in. (28.85 cm) in 1964 to 21 .67 in. (55.04 cm) in 1965 
[Nebraska Agricultural Statistics (7)]. The Panhandle was selected be-
cause wheat is predominant with few production alternatives. A large 
portion of Nebraska's wheat is grown in this area (Figure 1 ). 
PROCEDURE AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Simulation was used to accommodate multiple goals of firm 
growth and survival within a dynamic and risky environment. Be-
cause of its broad nature, simulation can consolidate the financial 
outcomes of various components of a farm system and relate these to 
the overall financial position of the firm . A wide range of decision 
variables can also be investigated using simulation. Simulation has 
been extensively applied in past research addressing issues of capital 
growth and probabilistic events [Halter and Dean, 1965 (2); Hutton, 
1966 (6); Carver and Helmers, 1975 (l)]. 
The study model simulated the operation of an average sized 
dryland wheat farm in the Nebraska Panhandle; acres (194 ha) of 
wheat and acres (194 ha) of fallow, over a period of 15 years 
(1976-1990). 
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Figure l. 1973 total wheat production, average bushels per square mile by counties. 
Input Assumptions 
For purposes of computing costs, the model farm was assumed to 
use standard production practices. Machinery and operating inputs 
were valued at 1976 levels and inflated at an annual rate of five 
percent. Machinery was replaced according to a depreciation 
schedule with additional machinery purchased when expansion oc-
curred. 
A land value of $375 per acre ($926.63 per ha) was included in the 
model to represent 1976 dryland market values in the Nebraska 
Panhandle. Annual appreciation of four percent was arbitrarily set as 
the standard rate in the simulation program. In addition, other rates 
of appreciation (zero and eight percent) were also examined. 
The wheat price for the first year was set at $3.30 per bu ($.1210 
per kg). Wheat prices were arbitrarily assumed to increase along a 
15-year trend at an annual rate of two percent, reaching a level of 
$4.35 per bu ($.1595 per kg) by year 15 (Table 1) . A beginning level 
of $3 per bu ($.1210 per kg) was an approximate breakeven price 
for covering 1976 production costs and also represented an average 
of monthly prices between 1973 and 1976. 
Wheat yields for year one were set at 32 bu per acre (2, 152 kg per 
ha) based upon a trend estimated from through 1976. Based 
upon the estimated trend, average yields were projected to increase at 
an annual rate of bu per acre (16.8 kg per ha), reaching an average 
yield of 35.5 bu per acre (2,387 per ha) by year 15 (Table 2) . 
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Table I. Structure of hypothetical 15-year projected price models. 
Annual mean values of cyclical price models 
Projected 
price Price Price Price 
Simula1 ion Model Model 2 Model 
year ($/kg) $/bu ($/kg) ($/kg) $/bu ($/kg) 
I 3.30 (. 1210) 2.80 (. 1027) 3.30 (.1210) 3.30 
2 3.37 (.1236) 3.87 (.1419) 3.12 (.1144) 3.62 (.1327) 
3 3.43 (.1258) 2.93 (.1074) 2.94 (.1078) 3.94 (.1445) 
4 3.50 (. 1283) (. 1467) 2.75 (. 1008) 4.25 (.1558) 
5 3.59 (. 1316) 3.07 (.1126) 2.57 (.0942) 4.57 (.1676) 
6 3.64 (.1335) 4. 14 (.1518) 3.04 (.1115) 4.24 (.1555) 
7 3.72 (. 1364) 3.22 (.1181) 3.52 (.1291) 3.92 (.1437) 
8 3.79 (.1390) 4.29 (.1573) 3.99 (. 1463) 3.59 (.1 316) 
9 3.87 (. 1419) 3.37 (.1236) 4.47 (.1639) 3.27 (. 1199) 
3.94 (.1445) 4.44 (.1628) 4.94 (.1811) 2.94 (.1078) 
4.02 (.1474) 3.52 (.1291) 4.62 (. 1694) 3.42 (.1254) 
12 (.1 503) 4.60 (. 1687) 4.30 (. 1577) 3.90 (.1430) 
13 4.19 (. 1536) 3.69 (.1353) 3.99 (.1463) 4.39 (.16 10) 
14 4.27 (. 1566) 4.77 (.1749) 3.67 (.1346) 4.87 (.1786) 
15 4.35 (.1 595) 3.85 (. 14 12) 3.35 (.1228) 5.35 (. 1962) 
15 Year Avg. 3.81 (. 1398) 3.77 (.1383) 3.64 (.1334) 3.97 (.1456) 
Table 2. Structure of hypothetical 15-year projected yield models. 
An nual mea n values of cycl ica l yield models 
Projected 
yie ld Yield Yield Yield 
Sirnulal ion trend Model Model 2 Model 3 
bu/acre (kg/ha) bu/acre (kg/ha) bu/acre (kg/ha) bu/acre (kg/ha) 
I (2,152) (2,152) (1,480) (2,825) 
2 32 .25 (2 ,169) 32 .25 (2,169) 22.25 (1,496) 42.25 (2 ,841) 
3 32.50 (2, 186) 32.50 (2,186) 22.50 (1 ,5 13) 42.50 (2,858) 
4 32.75 (2,202) 32.75 (2,202) 22.75 (l ,530) 42.75 (2 ,875) 
5 (2,2 19) (2 ,219) (2 ,219) (2 ,219) 
6 33.25 (2,236) 33.25 (2,236) 33.25 (2,236) 33.25 (2,236) 
7 33.50 (2,253) 23.50 (1,580) 23.50 (1,580) 23 .50 (l ,580) 
8 33.75 (2 ,270) 23.75 (l ,597) 23.75 ( 1,597) 23.75 (l ,597) 
9 (2,287) (l,614) (1,614) (1,614) 
34.25 (2,303) 44.25 (2,976) 44.25 (2 ,976) 44.25 (2,976) 
34.50 (2,320) 44.50 (2 ,993) 44.50 (2,993) 44.50 (2,993) 
12 34.75 (2,337) 44.75 (3,009) 44.75 (3,004) 44.75 (3 ,009) 
(2 ,354) (2,354) (2 ,354) (2,354) 
14 35.25 (2,37 1) 35 .25 (2,37 1) 35.25 (2,37 1) 35.25 (2,371) 
15 35.50 (2,387) 35 .50 (2,387) 35.50 (2,387) 35.50 (2,387) 
15 Year Avg. 33.75 (2,270) 33.75 (2,270) 31.08 (2 ,090) 36.42 (2,449) 
Three cyclical price and three cyclical yield models were arbitrarily 
built about the projected price and yield trends to reflect both favora-
ble and unfavorable return conditions (Tables 1 and 2) . While these 
cyclical price and yield models are meant to represent possible pat-
terns of favorable and unfavorable price-yield conditions, they are not 
meant to be forecasts. Rather , each model r.eflects price and yield 
movements which have reasonable chances of occurring, and, given 
their unique characteristics , will affect the success of the model farm 
accordingly. 
Normal probability distributions were incorporated for the annual 
mean values on the cyclical price models (Figures 2-4) and yield 
models (Figures 5-7) to include elements of risk. Standard deviations 
of per bu per kg) and 6 bu per acre kg per ha) were 
employed. These standard deviations were selected on the basis of 
historical occurrences. Size of cyclical price movements and cyclical 
yield movements and their variation about the mean values were 
selected so as to keep price and yield values realistic. From the normal 
probability distributions, price values and yield values were 
drawn by random selection for each of the 15 years . The price 
values for each price model ( selections for each of the 15 years) 
and the yield values for each yield model selections for 
each of the 15 years) , were then maintained or held fixed for all 
experiments, i.e., prices randomly selected for each price model (Fig-
ures 2-4) and yields randomly selected for each yield model (Figures 
5-7) were exactly the same for all trials. 
Given the possible combinations of three price and three yield 
models, the model farm was subjected to nine separate price-yield 
situations. The highest I 5-year average annual gross returns per acre 
(per ha) resulted from the combination Price 3-Yield 3 = $I 44 .59 
($357.28) , followed by : Price I-Yield 3 = ($339.27; Price 
3-Yield I = $I33.99 ($331.09); Price 2-Yield 3 = $I32.57 ($327.58); 
Price I-Yield I = $I27.24 ($3I4.4I); Price 2-Yield 1 = $I22.85 
($303 .56); Price 3-Yield 2 = $123.39 Price I-Yield 2 = 
$1I7.17 ($289.53) and Price 2-Yield 2 = $113 .13 ($279.54) . 
The model farm started operations with assets of $391, 132, in-
cluding acres (389 ha) of land worth machinery and 
equipment worth $52,132, and cash of There was no begin-
ning short-term debt. Level of beginning equity was determined by 
adjusting the level of long-term debt. Hence, the model farm starting 
at 65 percent equity had long-term debt of $136,896 and a net worth 
of $254,236. 
The simulation program allowed the farm to acquire capital for 
machinery and emergency borrowing on a short-term annual car-
ryover basis at an annual rate of eight percent. Emergency borrowing 
was necessary if available cash from crop sales and savings were insuf-
ficient to cover all cash obligations in a particular year. When short-
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Figure 2. Wheat price model one. 
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Figure 3. Wheat price model two. 
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Figu re 4. Wheat p rice m od e l three. 
term debt was totally paid, excess capital was deposited in a savings 
account at five percent interest. In terest on all long-term real estate 
debt was computed at seven percent. Payments on real estate loans 
were amortized over years. 
T he model farm's external borrowing capacity was equal to 
percent of total assets, minus any outstanding short- and long-term 
debt. T his was equivalent to not allowing owner equity to fall below 
percent as a result of long- or short-term borrowing. If the model 
farm elected to borrow more conservatively, land purchase opportu-
n ities were bypassed if owner equity fell below some self-imposed 
equity limit above the percent external limit. 
Federal income tax was computed on a cash basis using 1976 tax 
rates. A family consumption allowance of was assumed for 
1976 and was inflated five percent annually to reflect consumption 
needs for subsequent years. 
T he conditions for operating the model farm were specified by 
the operator of the simulation program. These conditions included: 
1. Choosing a price situation and yield situation. 
2. Selecting one of four la nd expansion options (purchase, 
share-rent, purchase and share-rent in combination, or no ex-
pansion). 
3 . Specifying a self-imposed borrowing limit for p urchasing land 
45, 55, or 65 percent minimum owner equity) . 
4 . Specifying a level of futu re land appreciation (zero, four, or 
eigh t percent). 
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Figure 5. Wheat yield model one. 
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Figure 6. Wheat yield model two. 
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Figure 7. Wheat yield model three. 
Program Activities 
After reading components of the initial resource base and related 
input data, the four land expansion options were considered. 
portunities for land expansion included six 320-acre ha) tracts 
made available in alternate years during a 15-year trial. 
If the firm elected to expand by purchasing land and land was 
available, a credit check assessed whether the resulting purchase 
would cause owner equity to fall below the external lending limit of 
percent equity or below some self-imposed limit if applicable. If the 
potential purchase did not result in owner equity falling below the 
established limit, the firm purchased a 320-acre ha) tract of land . 
Land was valued at $375 per acre ($926.63/ha) in year one and was 
assumed to appreciate at an annual rate of four percent. 
When the model farm expanded through share-renting alone, 
financial restrictions did not impede acquisition of additional acreage; 
acreage was automatica lly rented during years of availability. The 
model farm (renter) received two-thirds of the gross income and paid 
two-thirds of the fertilizer cost on rented land. 
Under the combination purchase and share-rent a lternative, the 
firm was allowed to purchase land if net cash flow was positive from 
the initial year to the decision year and owner equity conditions were 
met. If a negative net cash flow occurred, the share-rent alternative 
for that decision year was engaged. 
The model farm also had the choice of not expanding beyond the 
initial base of acres (389 ha) . 
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Net cash flow for the model farm was computed on an annual 
basis. Net cash flow was positive if gross income totally covered cash 
production expenses, income taxes, land principal payments and con-
sumption needs. Any excess cash was used to retire short-term car-
ryover debt or d eposited in savings. 
If net cash flow was negative, gross income did not entire ly cover 
annual cash obligations. Savings were initially used to meet such d efi-
cits. If savings proved inadequate, capita l was borrowed on a short-
term basis. Firm failure occurred if owner equity fell below percent 
(i.e., if the debt to equity ratio reached 1.5) due short-term bor-
rowing in a given year. 
The percent owner equity level (or 1.5 leverage ratio) was 
selected in accordance with general criteria used by conventional len-
d ers, as d escribed by H o pkin, Barry and Baker (5, p . 157): 
typical farm manager will probably have exhausted his credit as eval-
uated by conventional lenders at a debt level about equal to his equity: 
a leverage ration of 1.0. Leverage ra tios ranging up to or beyond 
usually denote either a superior financial manager , or a manager who 
is pending financial disaster." While it is recognized that lender be-
havior can vary in this regard, percent was judged a reasonable 
limit for defining firm failure . 
Treating growth concurrently with survival in a probabilistic sen se 
was a major component of the simulation program. Executing only 
one 15-year trial would reflect survival in that the firm either succeeds 
or fails financially before year 15. To depict survival in a probabilistic 
sense, the simulation program executed not just one 15-year trial , but 
a series of o ne hundred 15-year trials with the model farm fo llowing 
the same expansion and borrowing plans, while subject to a particular 
price distributio n model and yield distribution model. 
The odds of survival were measured by counting the number of 
trials out of the which successfully completed 15 years of opera-
tion by maintaining an owner equity of percent or more. Net worth 
as of year 15 was averaged for the surviving 15-year trials to yie ld an 
expected level of growth with corresponding odds of survival. Percent 
owner equity and total acreage as of year 15 were likewise averaged 
for the survivors of the trials. 
A 15-year mean net farm income and net cash flow was deter-
mined for the surviving trials. Net farm income refl ects the residual 
return to owned capital , o perator labor and management and is 
applied toward making principal payments on debt, payments of in-
come tax, fam ily consumption, savings, and reinvestment. Net cash 
flow indicates how well the firm can handle its cash obligations. In 
years when ne t cash flow is positive, all cash obligations are met with 
excess capital le ft over to retire carryover debt or build-up savings. 
Conversely, the firm must draw upon savings and/or borrow short-
term capital in years of negative net cash flow. 
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The arbitrary percent owner equity requirement did not a llow 
the firm the opportunity to regain liquidity by selling some assets . 
Thus, when the farm was declared illiquid it was also declared insol-
vent. T he firm could have su rvived the 15-year trial in some cases, 
had assets sales been permitted. 
RESULTS 
The simulation model described was used to test how growth and 
survival is influenced by: 
1. Types of land expansion. 
2. Various levels of beginning equity. 
3. Setting self-imposed borrowing limits for land purchases. 
4. Variou s levels of land appreciation. 
Land Expansion 
Growth and survival of the model farm is given in Table 3, given 
the model farm expands by purchasing, share-renting, a combination 
of purchase and share-renting, or elects not to expand, while subject 
to nine price-yield situations. Results in Table 3 are based on the 
model farm starting in year one with net worth of $254,236, begin-
ning owner equity of 65 percent and land appreciating at an annual 
rate of four percent. 
Table 3. Growth and survival of the model farm as affected by expansion policies, 
given 65 percent beginning equity ($254,236) and 4 percent land apprecia-
ti on. 
Survivors Su rvivo rs Survivors 
Rate of Survivors yea r 15 year avg. % owner Survivo rs 
surviva l net wonh net farm net c??h equity land base 
Model 15) (Year income (Year 15) (Year 15) 
% $ $ $ % acres (ha) 
Price I -Yie ld I 
Purchase 19,993 -25 ,443 45.8 (894) 
Share-rent 99 654,740 39,482 2,228 84.4 (l ,166) 
Combination 85 676,975 34,272 67.3 (1,166) 
399a (161}a 
No expansion 98 429,055 -16,430 58.9 (389) 
Price 2-Yie ld I 
Purchase 6 632,509 17,332 -25,1 39 45 .4 1,973 (798) 
Share-rent 96 35, 194 78.2 (l,166) 
Combination 86 6 16,042 -12,649 65.3 (l,166) 
(l 16}a 
No expansion 88 389,734 -19 ,360 53.5 (389) 
Price 3-Yield I 
Purchase 869,6 17 -19,037 49.9 2,464 (997) 
Share-rent 733 ,275 43,641 11 ,352 (1,166) 
Combination 68 790,287 33,936 62.8 (1 ,166) 
772a (312}a 
No expansion 99 488,778 -10,727 67 .1 (389) 
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Table 3. Growth and survival of the model farm as affected by expansion policies, 
given 65 percent beginning equity ($254,236) and 4 percent land apprecia-
tion. (Continued). 
Survivors Su rvivo rs 
Rale of Survivors 15 year avg. 15 year avg. owner Survi?ors 
survival nel worth net farm net cash equity la nd base 
Model 15) 15) income flow 15) 
% $ $ $ % acres (ha) 
Price I-Yield 2 
Purchase 554,926 12,72 1 -24,939 45.2 1,728 (699) 
Share-rent 93 577,332 3 1,984 -8, 103 75. 1 2,880 (1, 166) 
Combination 93 578, 168 3 1,625 -8,796 73. l 2,880 (1,166) 
No _expansion 358,371 5,024 -2 1,748 49.2 38a 
(389) 
Price 2-Yield 2 
Purchase 491,5 11 9,899 -25,475 (648) 
Share-rent 73 535,354 29,460 -11 ,479 69.8 2,880 ( l ,166) 
Combination 68 538,592 29,112 -12,282 67. 1 2,880 (1 ,166) 
6 13 (25)3 
No expansion 37 344,646 4,586 -22,63 1 47.3 (389) 
Price 3-Yield 2 
Purchase 8 598,776 12,437 46.7 (728) 
Share-rent 99 35,363 -1,673 83 .4 2,880 ( 1,166) 
Combination 95 656,572 32,874 -6,543 75.6 2,880 (1,166) 
(68)3 
No expansion 85 405, 137 8,064 -18,522 55.7 (389) 
Price 3 
Purchase 36 32,555 -20,597 2,55 1 (1 ,032) 
Share-rent 735,0 12 48,874 13,903 2,880 ( 1,166) 
Combination 62 823,076 38, 155 -1 3,346 58.6 2,880 (1,166) 
No expansion 5 18,720 19,538 -7,245 (389) 
Price 2-Yield 3 
Purchase 23 782,235 26,762 -23,548 46.3 2,42 1 (980) 
Share-rent 68 1,483 43,706 6,992 87.2 2,880 ( l , 166) 
Combination 67 742,259 33,883 - 16, 111 59.7 2,880 166) 
No expansion 15,369 -12,08 1 64.7 (389) 
Price 3-Yield 3 
Purchase 47 949,229 37,482 -15, 142 50.8 2,655 (1 ,074) 
Share-rent 8 15,326 53 ,673 2 1,98 1 93 .5 2,880 (1,166) 
Combination 66 925,029 39,748 -10,775 58.2 2,880 (1 ,166) 
No expansion 577,798 24,252 -1 ,646 79.4 960 (389) 
Purchase 
Results in Table 3 re fl ect general trade-offs between growth and 
survival a mong expansion choices. In comparison to other expansion 
p lans, greatest growth in net worth usua lly occurred with a program 
of purchasing land. However, under some weaker price-yie ld situa-
tions (i.e. Price I -Yield 2, Price 2-Yield 2, Price 3-Yield 2), greater 
growth actually occurred under either share-rent or combination 
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plans. Even when greater growth occurred through expanding by 
purchase, net worth as of year 15 was only marginally higher com-
pared to share-rent and combination expansion plans. Moreover, 
extra growth attained through purchasing was realized at an ex-
tremely high risk of failure. The most obvious.advantage in incurring 
such a high risk of failure might be the accumulation of future wealth 
through subsequent land appreciation. However, even if accumula-
tion of wealth were best accomplished by large scale purchasing, con-
siderations in addition to low odds of survival made this choice less 
than desirable. Low levels of net farm income relative to associated 
land costs resulted in frequent needs to borrow short-term capital for 
meeting annual cash obligations, as evidenced by high net cash flow 
deficits. The model farm was forced to borrow an average of $25,4 75 
(Price 2-Yield 2) to $15, 142 (Price 3-Yield 3) each year to bridge cash 
flow deficits (Table 3). Although a high level of terminal net worth 
was achieved through purchasing additional land, the model farm's 
percent owner equity was dangerously low after year 15. Owner 
equity was percent or lower under all price-yield situations, leaving 
the model farm financially vulnerable for future years. 
Odds of survival, pursuing expansion by purchase, was also a 
function of future price-yield situations. While survival is generally 
higher under stronger price-yield situations, one instance revealed 
how timing of returns within a 15-year trial can be influential. The 
terminal survival rate of l percent under a higher ranking situation 
(Price 3-Yield l: 15-year average returns = $133.99/acre; $331.09/ha) 
was found to be lower than the 23 percent survival rate associated 
with a lower ranking situation (Price 2-Yield 3: 15-year average re-
turns = $132.57/acre; $327.58/ha). Although the 15-year average 
returns of Price 3-Yield l were only slightly greater, the average re-
turns for Price 3-Yield l during the initial eight years ($119.85/acre; 
$296.15/ha) were notably higher compared to the initial eight years 
for Price 2-Yield 3 ($109.53/acre; $270.65/ha). The firm was not able 
to acquire as much land on the average under Price 2-Yield 3 due to 
initial unfavorable years. Having purchased less land, the firm would 
then likely be less vulnerable financially under Price 2-Yield 3. Al-
though average gross returns were lower under Price 2-Yield 3 dur-
ing the initial eight years, average returns for Price 2-Yield 3 turned 
out to be higher than Price 3-Yield l for the last seven years (Price 
2-Yield 3 = $158.84/acre; $329.49/ha), versus (Price 3-Yield l = 
$150.09/acre; $370.87/ha). Therefore, the firm was not only in a less 
vulnerable position under Price 2-Yield 3 after purchasing less land, 
but also faced prospects of better future returns compared to Price 
3-Yield l. Conversely, the firm under Price 3-Yield l was induced to 
purchase more land on the average during intitial years of more 
favorable returns, thus being more susceptible in latter years when 
returns were not as high . 
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Share-Rent 
Compared to purchasing, expansion through share-renting re-
sulted in comparable growth with higher odds of survival; this favor-
able growth was due not only to land appreciation on the original 960 
acres (389 ha), but also to higher net farm income. Greater returns 
per acre (ha) coupled with more acres (ha) resulted in higher levels of 
net farm income under share-renting compared to purchasing be-
cause returns from purchased land were relatively weak in relation to 
land costs. More land was acquired by the model farm under share-
renting, given no financial restrictions for acquiring rented acreage. 
In contrast to purchasing, net farm income under share-renting was 
not retarded as severely by high land taxes and interest associated 
with land ap preciating beyond earning ability. Moreover, additional 
principal payments were avoided under expansion by share-renting. 
This, coupled with higher net farm income, resulted in a more favor-
able cash flow compared to purchasing (Table 3). Because the model 
farm was not required to borrow heavily for additional land pur-
chases or for meeting cash flow deficits, percent owner equity after 
year 15 ranked relatively high for share-renting compared to pur-
chasing. 
Combination Purchase and Share-Rent 
Under the combination option, the model farm was able to com-
bine benefits of renting (not incurring large fixed obligations) with 
that of purchasing (future appreciation), resulting in a slightly larger 
terminal net worth compared to renting only. At the same time, odds 
of survival were enhanced considerably compared to purchasing only. 
Percent equity as of year 15 was not reduced as severely as occurred in 
the purchase model because of less debt-financed land . Under a com-
bination plan, the proportionate reduction in fixed annual obligations 
(with less purchased acreage) coupled with some rented acreage re-
sulted in a more favorable net farm income and net cash flow. Growth 
in net worth was only marginally less than growth under purchase 
only, and under some price-yield situations (Price 1-Yield 2, Price 
2-Yield 2 and Price 3-Yield 2), growth was actually greater. Moreover, 
this level of growth occurred at a lower risk of failure. 
Survival und e r a combination program was related to the particu-
lar price-yield situation. Under lower ranking price-yield situations, 
the firm favored renting land since average cash flow of prior years 
was generally negative. Under stronger price-yield situations, the firm 
chose to purchase a greater mix of land with average cash flow of 
prior years being often positive. As a result, odds of survival under 
some stronger price-yield situations (Price 1-Yield 3 = 62%, Price 
2-Yield 3 = 67 %, and Price 3-Yield 1 = 66%), were lower compared to 
some weaker price-yield situations (Price I-Yield I = 85%, Price 2-
Yield I = 86%, and Price 3-Yield 2 = 95%). The corresponding 
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growth in terminal net worth under stronger price-yield situations 
was higher however, reflecting some payoff for incurring more risk. 
No Expansion 
Compared to alternative expansion options, the choice of not ex-
panding resulted in much lower growth in net worth (Table 3). Al-
though the risk of failure under no expansion was considerably less 
compared to purchasing, the risk of failure for not expanding was 
frequently higher than share-renting, and if lower, only marginally 
so. As a consequence of not expanding, net farm income was often 
inadequate to cover principal payments, income taxes and family con-
sumption. This forced the model farm to borrow heavily to meet 
annual cash obligations as seen by substantial net cash flow deficits. 
Beginning Equity 
A producer's future success in achieving growth with survival de-
pends upon managerial ability, future returns and his initial financial 
status. A low equity producer (i.e. less than percent) has a larger 
proportion of borrowed capital. As distinguished from equity capital, 
interest on borrowed capital must be paid as a cash expense. This 
potentially magnifies the likelihood of annual cash deficits. A firm 
often depends upon liquidity in the form of unused borrowing re-
serves to meet annual deficits. A low equity position places extra stress 
upon borrowing reserves because of hi_gh interest obligations. Yet 
reserve borrowing capacity (being a function of equity for collateral) is 
shallow at low equity, when it is most needed for meeting annual cash 
obligations. 
To examine the impact of the firm's initial financial positions 
upon growth and survival, results were generated for the farm start-
ing at percent equity (Table 4) and percent beginning equity 
(Table 5) in addition to the standard assumption of 65 percent owner 
equity. 
50 Percent Equity 
The firm starting at percent equity not only faced greater cash 
obligations as a result of low equity, but also had less excess borrowing 
capacity for generating cash during years low returns to meet these 
obligations. When starting at percent equity, increasing the odds of 
survival depended upon expanding acreage via share-renting. With 
the exception of stronger price-yield situations, the consequence of 
not expanding at percent equity was incurring odds of survival 
below 44 percent. Moreover, growth during the 15-year period was 
much less, compared to starting at 65 percent equity (Table 4). 
Given high interest obligations associated with percent equity, 
net farm income from 960 acres (389 ha) was inadequate to cover 
principal payments, income taxes and consumption. This forced the 
firm to borrow large amounts of short-term capital. The result is 
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Table 4. Growth and survival of the model farm at percent beginning equity 
($195,566) and 4.percent land appreciation. 
Survivors Survivors Survivors 
Rat e of ·Survivors 15 year year avg. owner Survivors 
survival n c l wonh f?rm cash equity land 
M???? (Year income fl ow (Year 
% $ $ $ % acres (ha) 
Price I-Yield I 
Purchase 13 535 ,332 16,285 -23,445 44.3 1,698 (687) 
Share-rent 552 ,740 34,577 -7 ,304 72.l 2,880 (l,166) 
Combination 74 558,253 32,707 66.8 2,880 (1,166) 
No expansion 44 343,099 8,573 -21,088 47.1 960 (389) 
Price 2-Yield 
Purchase I 469,505 12 ,33 1 -25 ,378 4l.l (648) 
Share-rent 63 518,607 32,127 -11,056 67.6 2,880 (l,166) 
Combination 47 5 13 ,9 11 31,078 -12,726 64.7 2,880 166) 
No expansion 15 329,395 7,626 -21,849 45.2 960 (389) 
Price 3-Yield 
Purchase 7 639,815 21,392 -20,725 48.9 1,829 (740) 
Share-rent 99 625 ,716 38,299 546 80.4 2,880 (1 ,166) 
Combination 4 1 633,101 3 1,598 -10,963 65.5 2,872 (1 ,162) 
(133)" 
No expansion 76 377,379 10,876 -17,970 51.8 960 (389) 
Price I-Yield 2 
Purchase I 324,355 6,910 -22,456 44.6 960 (389) 
Share-rent 34 521,378 3 1,922 -11,370 68.0 2,880 (1,166) 
Combination 34 521,378 31,922 -11 ,370 68.0 2,880 (1 ,166) 
No expansion 4 315,649 5,990 -23 ,036 43.4 960 (389) 
Price 2-Yield 2 
Purchase (--) 
Share-rent 481,852 29,669 -13,742 62.8 2,880 (1,166) 
Combination 9 489,274 29,958 -13,668 62.0 2,880 (1,166) 
No expansion 2 317,673 6,636 -22,901 43.6 960 (389) 
3-Yield 2 
Purchase 2 526,836 15 ,53 1 -21,096 50.6 1,440 (583) 
Share-rent 68 565,669 32,421 -7,872 73.8 2,880 166) 
Combination 66 566,877 31 ,720 -9,224 71.6 2,880 (1,166) 
No expansion 15 343,903 8,051 -21,106 47 .2 960 (389) 
Price I-Yie ld 3 
Purchase 24 698,884 26,886 -21,796 2,160 (874) 
Share-rent 631,433 43,874 3,270 81.4 2,880 (1,166) 
Combination 41 685,870 36,841 -12,783 59.7 2,880 (1,166) 
No expansion 98 392, 137 13,545 -16,044 53.9 (389) 
Table 4. Growth and survival of the model farm at percent beginning equity 
($195,566) and 4 percent land appreciation. (Continued). 
Survivors Su??ivors Surv ivors 
Ra1 e of Survivors 15 year avg. 15 year a\' g. owner Survi???? 
survi??? net worth farm cash equity land base 
Model (Year (Year income flo w (Year (Year 
% $ $ $ % acres (ha) 
Price 2-Yield 3 
Purchase 13 593 ,260 -24,737 43.2 (787) 
Share-rent 572,996 43,706 -3 ,434 74.6 2,880 (1,166) 
Combination 33 34 ,423 -13 ,596 (1 ,166) 
407a (165)a 
No expansion 71 364,409 11 ,254 50. 1 (3 89) 
Price 3-Yield 3 
Purchase 14 32,573 -16,682 50.9 2,263 (916) 
Share-rent 7 I 5,282 53,413 13,483 88.1 2,880 (1 ,166) 
Combination 22 850,593 39, 184 -11 ,492 58.5 2,880 (1 ,166) 
,062a 
No expansion 453 ,926 18,352 -9,993 62.4 (389) 
purchased ex pansion for combination 
shown by average net cash flow deficits of -$19,993 to -$22,901, 
which in turn created additional interest obligations (Table 4). 
Due to low returns from purchased land , attempts to expand by 
purchasing land proved to be infeasible at percent starting equity. 
Borrowing reserves were depleted even further in the face of extra 
annual fixed obligations. Odds of survival under both a purchase only 
and combination expansion program were generally below per-
cent. The preferred strategy was to acquire rented acreage which 
generated a higher cash income and hope for high future returns to 
assure survival when starting at percent equity. 
Percent Equity 
The firm starting with an percent equity under the same con-
ditions realized both greater odds of survival and larger growth 
(Table 5). Larger growth was partially explained by higher levels of 
net farm income generated due to lower interest expense. In addi-
tion , the farm starting at percent equity was financially able to 
acquire more acreage compared to the percent level. This resulted 
in more net income contributing to growth. Moreover, added in-
flationary gains to net worth were experienced from appreciation of 
additional purchased land . 
By starting at percent, the firm was able to exercise more 
latitude with respect to its choice of expansion and still realize high 
odds of survival. Under stronger price-yield situations, the firm was 
able to expand all by purchase and still attain survival odds of 
percent or more. Unlike starting at percent equity, the decision not 
to expand at percent equity nearly assured survival. However, 
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5. Growth and survival of the model farm at 80 percent beginning equity 
($312,906) and 4 percent land appreciation. 
Survivors Survivors Survivors 
Rat e Surv·ivors 15 avg. owne1 Surv ivors 
surviva l nel worth net farm net cash equity land base 
Mod el 15) income flow 15) 15) 
% $ $ $ % acres (ha) 
Price 
Purchase 36 872 ,125 25 ,833 -24,414 47.6 2,604 (1,054) 
Share-rent 759,946 44,684 12,831 93.9 2,880 (1,166) 
Combination 99 804,431 34,517 64.3 2,880 (1,166) 
759a (31 J)a 
No expansion 514 ,045 13,597 - 11 ,950 70.6 (389) 
Price 2-Yield 
Purchase 21 774,571 20,235 -27 ,446 45 .6 2,423 (981) 
Share-rent 707, 11 8 40,225 5,506 2,880 (1 ,166) 
Combination 95 732,933 32,6 10 -11,741 65.7 2,880 (I, 166) 
552a (223)a 
No expansion 5 14 ,045 13,597 -11,950 70 .6 960 (389) 
Price 3-Yield 
Purchase 52 951 ,118 29 ,260 -1 8,890 49.9 2,714 (1 ,098) 
Share-rent 836,970 48,780 20 ,889 2,880 (1,166) 
Combination 9 10,685 34,682 -9 ,964 62.1 2,880 (1,166) 
(440)a 
No expansion 614,145 21,263 -1,488 84.2 (389) 
Price I-Yield 2 
Purchase 24 728,661 16,203 -27 ,262 46.4 2,240 (907) 
Share-rem 685,307 37,225 1,069 87.9 2,880 (1 ,166) 
Combination 691,953 35,450 -2,882 79.4 2,880 (l,166) 
J 79a (72)a 
No expansion 99 470 ,791 9,474 64.7 (389) 
Price 2-Yield 2 
Purchase 11 675,60 I 15,648 -27 ,679 44.9 2,153 (871) 
Share-rent 628,256 32,939 -4 ,719 81.6 2,880 (1,166) 
Combination 99 629,751 31,195 -8,434 72.5 2,880 (1,166) 
165a (67)a 
No expansion 96 427,765 6,496 -18,618 58 .8 (389) 
Price 3-Yield 3 
Purchase 17 892,649 24 ,903 -22,389 2,522 (1,021) 
Share-rent 763,895 4 1,097 9,676 93.4 2,880 (1,166) 
Combination 99 787,046 34,805 74.6 2,880 (1 ,166) 
475a 
No expansion 535,346 13,202 -11 ,549 72.2 (389) 
Price I-Yie ld 3 
Purchase 71 965 ,245 35,788 -18,738 49.4 2,785 (1,127) 
Share-rent 834,318 53 ,756 21 ,707 96.3 2,880 (1 ,166) 
Combination 91 93 1,396 39,455 59.5 2,880 (1 ,166) 
l ,238a (50J)a 
No expansion 637,473 25 ,214 87.3 (389) 
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Table 5. Growth and survival of the model farm at percent beginning equity 
($312,906) and 4 percent land appreciation. (Continued). 
Survivors Su??ivors Survivors 
Rale of Su??ivors 15 year avg. year avg. ow ner Survivors 
surviva l net worth ne t farm net cash equity land base 
Model (Year 15) 15) income flow (Year 15) (Year 15) 
% $ $ $ % acres (ha) 
Price 2-Yield 3 
Purchase 54 889,844 29,838 -23 ,190 47.3 2,684 (1 ,086) 
Share-rent 784,157 48,762 16,520 95.3 2,880 (1,166) 
Combination 93 853,017 35, 108 -15,619 59.4 2,880 (1,166) 
No expansion 569,455 21,420 81.9 (389) 
Price 3-Yield 3 
Purchase 83 1,047,546 -11 ,809 52.9 2,830 (1,145) 
Share-rent 912,169 58,413 27,795 96.7 (1,166) 
Combination 98 1,021 ,154 -7,599 60.8 2,880 (1,166) 
No expansion 690,807 29,540 8,585 93.0 (389) 
anenotes purchased expansion combinat ion model. 
given opportunities to expand by a share-rent or combination plan, 
growth increased substantially compared to no expansion and the risk 
of failure was no greater. With the additional owned land purchases 
under a combination program, a higher rate of growth resulted be-
cause of appreciation on more owned acreage compared to renting 
alone. This may be a major advantage of pursuing a combination plan 
versus share-renting only when starting at percent equity, since 
survival under both options was high. 
Borrowing Limits 
In previous sections it was assumed that the firm completely used 
all of its borrowing capacity (when owner equity reached percent) 
while borrowing capital for land purchases. 
In this section, instead of totally exhausting its borrowing capacity 
for purchasing land, the firm could e lect to hold some borrowing 
capacity in reserve. This borrowing reserve could be used as a source 
of liquidity for meeting cash flow deficits during poor years, thereby 
reducing the risk of failure. 
Trade-offs between firm growth and survival as affected by credit 
usage were investigated by reducing the level of borrowing for land 
from an external limit of percent required equity to more conser-
vative self-imposed limits of 45, 55 and 65 percent required 
equity. For example, at a self-imposed limit of 65 percent required 
equity, the model farm would bypass the opportunity to purchase 
available land if such a purchase pushed owner equity below 65 per-
cent. Although opportunities for expansion and growth were bypas-
sed, a margin of safety was maintained for assuring survival. 
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Table 6. Growth and survival of the model farm under the purchase option as af-
fected by self imposed borrowing limits of percent required equity to 
more conservative limits of 45, 55, and 65 percent required equity. 
Survivors Survivors Survivors 
Rate of Survivors year avg. 15 avg. owner Survivors 
survival net wort h net farm cash e4u ity land base 
Model 15) (Year 15) income flow 15) (Year 15) 
% $ $ $ % acres (ha) 
Req uired % equity 
Price I -Yield I 
19,993 -25,443 45.8 (894) 
45 % 65 644,876 48.9 1,86 1 (753) 
9 1 576, 136 15,667 -20,636 52 .3 1,533 
55 % 94 498,723 12,98 1 -18,75 1 54.4 1,246 
98 442,786 - 17,286 56.7 (422) 
65 % 98 429,055 - 16,430 58.9 (389) 
Price 2-Yield 
6 632,509 17,332 -25 ,139 45.4 1,973 (798) 
45% 36 604,7 15 -24,293 46.4 (745) 
65 520,6 16 12,365 -22,89 1 1,477 (597) 
55% 81 9,6 12 -2 1,764 (489) 
87 8,144 -19,564 982 (397) 
65 % 88 -19,377 53 .4 964 
Price 3-Yield I 
-19,037 49.9 2,464 (997) 
45 % 56 763,865 -19,093 (828) 
707,266 22 ,269 -15 ,776 57 .3 1,735 
55% 98 618,663 19, 12 1 -1 4,262 59.3 (583) 
98 550,657 -1 3, 12 1 1,234 (499) 
65 % 99 505,958 15,484 -1 1,72 1 64 .2 (427) 
Price I -Yield 2 
554,926 12,72 1 -24,939 45.2 1,728 (699) 
45 % 32 504 ,623 -23,7 10 48.5 (583) 
47 442 ,11 8 -22,96 1 49.3 1,2 12 
55% 69 360,584 -2 1,884 49. 1 969 (392) 
358,37 1 -2 1,748 49 .2 (389) 
65 % 358,371 -2 1,748 49.2 (389) 
Price 2-Yield 2 
9,899 -25,475 (648) 
45 % 496,947 -25,566 44.1 1,568 (635) 
15 440,499 7,9 11 -24,594 46.2 (527) 
55% 35 350,598 -22,962 46.6 997 
37 344,646 4,586 -22 ,63 1 47 .3 (389) 
65 % 37 344,646 4,586 -22,631 47.3 (389) 
Price 3-Yield 2 
8 598,776 12,437 46.7 (728) 
45 % 5 1 598,094 14,294 -22 ,153 
73 l l ,759 -20,959 53.3 l ,355 (548) 
55% 83 438 ,237 8,7 15 -19,753 53.2 (446) 
83 -18,755 987 (399) 
65 % 85 405,666 -18,559 55.5 964 
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Table 6. Growth and survival of the model farm under the purchase option as af-
fected by self imposed borrowing limits of percent required equity to 
more conservative limits of 45, 55, and 65 percent required equity 
(Continued). 
Su??ivors Sur???ors Survivors 
Su??ivors 15 year a\'g. 15 year ow ner Survi?ors 
su????al wort h far m cas h equity land base 
M odel 15) 15) income flow 15) 15) 
% $ $ $ % acres (ha) 
Price 3 
36 32,555 2,551 
45 % 76 782 , 111 28,167 -19,693 (893) 
9 738,923 27 ,425 -1 5,888 54.7 1,9 14 (775) 
55% -12 ,43 1 58.3 (647) 
595,529 2 1,938 61.7 (536) 
65 % -8,775 66.1 (447) 
Price 2-Yield 3 
23 782 ,235 26,762 -23 ,548 46 .3 
45 % 68 697,393 22,483 -22 ,763 47.3 (84 7) 
93 649 ,923 21 ,124 -19 ,624 (73 1) 
55% 19,156 -17 , 139 53.6 1,536 (622 ) 
523,927 16,587 -15,384 56.6 1,264 (5 12) 
65 % 476 ,453 61.2 (42 1) 
Price 3-Yield 3 
47 949,229 37,482 -15,142 2,655 
45 % 69 884 ,766 33,529 53.4 2,342 (948) 
97 33, 187 -12 ,135 57 .7 (853) 
55 % 797,748 32,324 -7 ,894 1,789 (724) 
696,643 28,154 -5,782 67.1 (583) 
65 % 644 ,369 25,648 -5, 11 3 69.2 1,274 (5 16) 
Results in Table 6 re flect trade-offs between firm growth 
nal net worth) and survival as borrowing for land is reduced to more 
conservative self-imposed limits . Generally , relationships exhibited in 
Table 6 imply that pursuing greater growth in net worth through 
more liberal borrowing for land comes at the cost of higher risk of 
failure. Conversely, assuring greater odds of survival through more 
conservative borrowing also comes at the cost of reduced levels of 
growth in net worth . 
While growth in net worth and net farm income was enhanced 
with increased borrowing for land, other financial considerations in 
addition to survival were sacrificed. Even though net cash flow was 
negative at all levels of borrowing, net cash flow became increasingly 
negative with more liberal borrowing in spite of higher net farm 
income. This was partially the result of fixed principal payments on 
newly acquired land exceeding the repayment capacity of net farm 
income. Owner equity as a proportion of assets in year 15 was also 
lower at more liberal levels of borrowing, making the firm financially 
vulnerable for future years. 
The general relationship of enhanced survival at the expense of 
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growth in net worth (from data in Table 6) are shown in Figures 8- 10. 
In addition to showing an inverse relationship between growth in net 
worth and survival probability, added payoffs for marginal reductions 
in borrowing are generally higher within the more liberal range of 
borrowing (i.e., to percent required equity). That is, the odds of 
survival are enhanced substantially with only moderate reductions in 
growth. Generally, the slopes for borrowing limits of to percent 
Net Worth 
Figure 8. Trade-offs between growth and survival given reduced borrowing levels 
ranging from required equity to more conservative levels of 45%, 55%, 
and 65% required equity (Price I-Yield I , Price I-Yield 2, Price I-Yield 3). 
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required equity are relatively gentle compared to steeper slopes at the 
more conservative levels of borrowing at to 65 percent required 
equity. Between and 65 percent required equity, the payoff of 
enhanced survival through holding unused borrowing reserves for 
liquidity became substantially lower. The risk of failure was reduced 
very little with a substantial sacrifice in growth . 
The relatively moderate slopes within the more liberal range of 
borrowing to percent required equity) reflects the marginal 
Net Worth 
Figure 9. Trade-offs between growth and survival given reduced borrowing levels 
ranging from required equity to more conservative levels of 45%, 55%, 
and 65% required equity (Price 2-Yield I, Price 2-Yield 2, Price 2-Yield 3). 
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value of liquidity for assuring survival to be quite high at initial 
modest levels of reserving unused credit. Moving toward higher levels 
of liquidity through more conservative borrowing (50 to 65 percent 
required equity), the marginal value of liquidity for assuring survival 
is found to decline rapidly. In fact, a point can eventually be reached 
where reduced borrowing serves only to reduce growth further, with 
no corresponding gain in survival. This situation is shown in Figure 
where a seemingly irrational range of reserving unused credit 
genera lly exists beyond 55 percent required equity . 
Net Worth 
(Price 3 - 2) 
I 
Trade-offs between growth and survival given reduced borrowing levels 
ranging from required equity to more conservative levels of 45%, 55%, 
and 65% required equity (Price 3-Yield 1, Price 3-Yield 2, Price 3-Yield 3). 
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Land Appreciation 
Growth and survival as affected by land appreciation was 
examined at selected rates. In addition to the standard rate of four 
percent (Table 3) land was assumed to appreciate at annual rates of 
zero and eight percent (Table 7). 
Table 7. Growth and survival of the model farm purchasing land as affected by land 
appreciation, given 65 percent beginning equity ($254,236). 
Su??????? Surv ivo rs S???????? 
Rat e of Sur\' ivo rs year yea r owner Survivors 
sur?ival ne? ?orth net f?rm ne? cash e?uit? land base 
M???l 15) income flow 15) 
% $ $ $ % acres (ha) 
% Appreciation 
Price I -Yie ld I 
2 378,897 -9,412 45.4 (777) 
4% 19,993 -25,443 45.8 (894) 
8% 1,588,979 4,862 -48,227 2,736 
Price 2-Yield I 
I 416,553 35,748 -7 ,583 49.9 (777) 
4 % 6 17,332 -25 , 139 45.4 1,973 (798) 
8% 22 1,347 ,866 -2 ,859 -49,713 48.3 2,429 (983) 
Price 3-Yield I 
2 52. 1 (842) 
4% 869,617 49.9 2,464 (997) 
8% 1,683 ,127 8,193 -43 ,627 5 1.8 2,816 (I, 
Price I-Yield 2 
(--) 
4% 554,926 12,721 -24 ,939 45.2 1,728 (699) 
8% 25 1,324,384 -3,216 2,342 (948) 
Price 2-Yield 2 
(--) 
4 % I 491 ,5 11 9 ,899 -25,475 (648) 
8% II 1,036,491 -45 , 137 47.2 1,89 1 (765) 
Price 3-Yield 2 
I 37,429 -8,973 5 1.6 (777) 
4% 8 598,776 12,437 46.7 (728) 
8% 9 1,574,340 -48,199 51.1 2,667 
Price I-Yield 3 
417 , 129 39,244 -8, 137 44.3 2,176 (88 1) 
4 % 36 32,555 2,551 
8% 76 13,9 11 -42,577 2,851 (1 , 154) 
Price 2-Yield 3 
8 387,563 -8 ,624 44.5 
4 % 23 782,235 26,762 -23,548 46.3 2,421 
8% 49 1,629 ,175 -46,639 2,795 (1 ,13 1) 
Price 3-Yield 3 
9 181 51.5 2,347 
4% 47 949,229 37,482 - 15, 142 2,655 
8% 86 1,786,30 1 17,5 13 -36,676 53.9 2,876 (1,164) 
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Various counter forces associated with land apprec1at1on have 
potential impacts upon firm growth and survival. Inflating land val-
ues potentially aggravate a firm's annual cash flow in the form of 
higher land taxes and higher payments on newly acquired land. Since 
firm survival hinges upon the ability to cover cash obligations, greater 
levels of fixed obligations potentially threaten survival. However, in 
terms of enhancing survival, appreciating land values result in corre-
sponding gains in owner equity. Owner equity provides a basis for 
short-term borrowing when covering annual cash flow deficits. In 
fact, many producers have offered inflated real estate equity as secu-
rity for emergency short-term borrowing in recent years. 
Results reflected enhanced firm growth and survival as the rate of 
appreciation was raised from zero to four percent and from four to 
eight percent. Higher rates of appreciation had two major impacts as 
the model farm expanded through purchasing land. The equity base 
for borrowing needed short-term capital and bridging cash flow defi-
cits greatly expanded. Secondly, the model farm was able to borrow 
more capital for subsequent land purchases, since its financial posi-
tion was continually strengthened with increasing land values . 
sequently, under higher appreciation rates, the model farm was able 
to achieve tremendous growth through higher appreciation on both 
the original base and additional purchased land . Appreciation on 
additional land provided an expanding equity base, over and above 
appreciation on the original acres (389 ha), for borrowing 
emergency short-term capital during poor years, enhancing survival 
even more. 
In terms of survival, higher cash outflows associated with higher 
land payments and taxes due to inflated land values were more than 
offset by the cash generating potential of short-term credit obtained 
on the basis of inflated equity. The result was a greater ability for the 
model farm to remain in business under higher rates of appreciation 
in spite of larger fixed obligations as land was purchased over time. 
Although payments for subsequent land purchases became larger and 
under greater rates of appreciation, once incurred they remain fixed, 
unlike land values and the corresponding borrowing base which con-
tinued to rise over the upcoming years . The tendency of land values 
and the corresponding borrowing base to outrun the fixed land pay-
ments become more pronounced at higher rates of appreciation. 
Although the model farm accumulated substantial wealth under 
greater rates of appreciation, huge levels of accumulated short-term 
debt revealed an unhealthy dimension of the firm 's financial status. 
Large annual cash flow de ficits resulted from net farm income not 
increasing as fast as land payments and taxes. 
It must be emphasized that enhanced survival was contingent 
upon the firm's ability to continually borrow short-term capital for 
covering annual cash flow deficits as long as owner equity remained at 
percent or more. It is possible tha-t continued survival on this 
premise may not always be long run in nature. Eventually, creditors 
might lose confidence in the firm's future repayment capacity and 
force some asset liquidation to retire huge levels of unproductive 
carryover debt. Also, land values may stop appreciating or even de-
cline in value. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Given the basic model setting of low returns relative to land costs 
(and therefore land ownership at a disadvantage relative to renting), a 
firm seeking large scale expansion through only purchasing land is 
inviting a substantial risk of failure. Certainly, the intensity of pur-
chasing high value land must be tempered by the firm 's financial 
strength. Given an environment of low returns relative to land costs, 
land should be purchased only if the firm's equity is relatively high or 
other sources of income are readily available for alleviating cash flow 
deficits. Moreover, some good fortune is needed to avoid a future run 
of disastrous low returns. 
Complete farm ownership is a common goal for producers. This 
goal may need to be modified in favoring some rented acreage for 
expansion if returns from purchased land continue to provide in-
adequate repayment capacity. With share-renting, favorable growth 
can still be achieved but at a much lower risk of failure. As opposed to 
being considered solely as an entry route into farming, renting should 
be given equal consideration as a viable expansion strategy. 
Growth and survival are basically competing goals if expansion 
occurs through purchase of debt-financed land. However, achieving 
growth via share-renting did not reduce the odds of survival. In fact, 
under some circumstances, attaining growth through share-renting 
reduced the risk of failure compared to not expanding at all. 
Pressures for high equity producers to expand are not always as 
great as for those producers with low levels of equity. At lower levels 
of equity, survival often depends upon some expansion to improve 
net returns. 
Under financial stress, a clear distinction must be made between 
those producers who are financially vulnerable and those who are 
relatively secure because of high equity. Those at lower equities gen-
erally have only shallow borrowing reserves to fall back upon in 
meeting cash flow deficits during poor years. In terms of survival, this 
suggests that low wheat prices are potentially more damaging to low 
equity producers (who face high annual fixed obligations coupled 
with shallow borrowing reserves) than high equity producers who are 
well established with fewer obligations and high liquidity. Policy 
ers need to be sensitive to which group of producers they are 
addressing when formulating farm programs based upon average 
production costs. 
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The proper balance between using capital for growth via land 
purchasing versus reserving unborrowed capital for security will fall 
within some range of uncertainty due to uncertain lender behavior 
and future returns. Maintaining liquid borrowing reserves provides 
an important avenue for countering annual cash flow deficits and 
reducing risk of failure. However, producers will need to work closely 
with lenders to more accurately assess the magnitude of their reserve 
borrowing capacity for generating cash in poor years. Given a range 
of uncertainty in this assessment, producers may wish to err on the 
side of being too conservative and relinquish some potential growth if 
survival is given primary preference. 
Given the magnitude of potential cash flow deficits, it is probably 
difficult for many producers to build their own reserves of liquid 
assets . Ironically, those producers who need reserves of liquid assets 
most ·are often those least able to build up such reserves . Moreover, if 
borrowing liquidity is readily available, the incentive to hold cash for 
security may be small given alternative investment requirements for 
such cash. 
Selected years of low yields and/or prices have triggered concern 
among grain producers with regard to their ability to meet annual 
cash flow obligations. Ironically, many producers who are best able to 
handle annual cash flow deficits are not necessarily better managers, 
but are those having sufficient equity for borrowing short-term capi-
tal. Land appreciation has been a major force in providing sufficient 
equity for borrowing emergency short-term capital. 
Land appreciation, even at modest rates, will remain a key factor 
in assuring continued survival because of enhanced borrowing capac-
ity generated with greater equity. Unfortunately, this base of support 
can be largely the result of borrowing capacity and apart from earn-
ing ability. Likewise, continued growth in net worth on this basis can 
result from inflationary gains rather than net farm income. While 
producers may continue to survive and realize growth on this prem-
ise, lenders must eventually decide how long to extend credit on asset 
security when repayment ability at best is weak. Both lenders and 
producers must be aware that loan security can be quickly dampened 
with possible short-term setbacks in land values during poor years. 
Given the huge annual cash flow deficits observed in the results, it 
is obvious that "repayment capacity" is equally important to 
when borrowing capital for land . Without alternative income 
sources, short-term debt is likely to grow beyond acceptable levels if 
more land is purchased with associated weak returns. The fact re-
mains that wheat generates income for repayment, not appreciation. 
If a producer successfully achieves a high level of growth after 15 
years via mass purchasing of land through liberal borrowing, it could 
be automatically inferred that such action was superior to remaining 
more conservative. However, it must be recognized that an inherent 
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cost, a higher risk of failure, is realized when pursuing large levels of 
growth. Yet, this cost is not often given due consideration except if 
failure occurs. Conversely, producers who reflect back and regre t 
hav ing bypassed land purchases because of conservative attitudes 
must recognize that the cost of sacrificing growth often yields an 
inherent benefit-greater assurance of survival. 
Simulation model assumptions have important impacts upon the 
trial results. In particular, departures from expected relationships 
between variables must be carefully guarded. Linkages to maintain 
equilibrium among variables are difficult to specify. Further, often 
the purpose of firm financial simulation models is to examine the 
"what if' nature of results when variables are allowed to vary from 
equilibrium. Decision making must be sometimes examined over 
periods of disequilibrium. Specifically, two assumptions of this model 
analysis should be noted. One is the assumption of share rent (one-
third) which is held constant for all trials . Thus, the initial level of 
share rent assumed has a major impact on performance of that ex-
pansion option. The second is the semi-independence of land values 
from earned income per acre. Land values were allowed to increase at 
rates different from earned income. For wide differences such an 
assumption should be questioned. In this study such differences were 
relatively narrow which can occur due to the imperfect and lagged 
adjustment of land values to changes in net income per acre. 
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